What is the short and long-term outlook for metals packaging compared to its competitors?

What are the future trends in demand, capacity and pricing?

How is profitability measured?

Do can-makers receive a fair return on their investments?

Can steel mills add value by moving into can-making?

What is the outlook for can-makers stuck between raw material giants and what will their strategic response be?

What does further consolidation mean for the industry?

Is ability to recycle a key advantage for metals? How can this be exploited?
For more than a decade, Metal Bulletin Research (MBR) has provided regular and insightful research on the aluminium can-stock and tinplate industries. Its leading analysts and economists are therefore able to utilise their unrivalled knowledge to bring you ‘Metals in Packaging - A Strategic Market Outlook to 2016’.

‘Metals in Packaging’ is a unique, detailed and completely independent study of the tinplate, aluminium and metals packaging industry. As two of the key raw materials used for packaging, steel and aluminium are under pressure from substitutes in glass and plastics. Yet both have responded to these pressures through innovation over the last decade and with more to come.

This study is the first research report that provides an overall perspective of where the metals packaging industry is now, how it got there and where it will go in the future. It applies a critical perspective to the industry, analyses the respective strengths and weaknesses and provides a reasoned outlook on future developments.

Compiled over a six-month period, the study examines the demand for can-making materials and cans in all significant regions of the world. How the industry is tackling the “green” issues of resource reduction, recycling and emissions is examined, with emphasis on the technical aspects and the favourable economics.

The study covers technical, production and economic aspects, so that it is relevant to all those involved in the industry, providing a review of the past and forward projections for the future. This is essential reading for those looking for an insight into this complex and under-researched industry.

“With a minimum €50/t rise, the business will break even. The rising costs of raw materials to produce tinplate, particularly tin, make this rise unavoidable. Today’s European DWI price does not correspond to that of hot-rolled coil, which exceeds €500/t - a price to which a transformation cost of €200-250/t must be added”.

**Spokesman, Arcelor Mittal**

“The fact that we have been able to go to the very limit of our capacity is due to lively demand from our customers”, says Rasselstein director Karl-Ernst Friedrich, adding that the company “has had to turn down requests for more material”.

**Karl-Ernst Friedrich, Director, Rasselstein**

...what is the independent expert view?
How is tinplate profitability measured, and what does further consolidation mean for the industry?

What are the future trends in demand, capacity and pricing for tinplate and aluminium can-stock?

What is the future for aluminium foil and its markets and how does this differ from aluminium can-stock?

How do the local and global requirements for metals packaging differ and how can companies take advantage of this?

Does the added value of tinplate exceed that of other flat rolled products for the steel mills?

How far can light-weighting go, and will the end of this trend lead to a greater demand for metals packaging in volume terms?

How do steel and aluminium compete, particularly in the beverage can market, but also in aerosol and food can markets?

How should investment plans be tailored, and is consolidation the way forward, or will the local niche plants survive?

How is the industry reinventing the image of the can to maintain its vital role in food preservation?

‘Metals in Packaging’ is essential reading if you:

- Are looking to invest in the industry
- Are responsible for planning your business strategies
- Need to know the winning strategies you should adopt
- Want to understand changes in the market and how they will affect you
- Need to learn how individual companies interact
- Would like an overall perspective of the metals packaging industry
- Want to know where the industry will go in the future

The study includes:

- Market share analysis including beverage can lines by owner/region and cross-country recycling rates. Can-maker ranking by-region and by market sector.
- Detailed by-country steel beverage, food and aerosol can production and forecasts out to 2020.
- SWOT analysis of all major metals packaging manufacturers along with commentary on their future strategy out to 2020.
- Detailed by-regional cost comparison between tinplate and aluminium in various packaging applications and sensitivity analysis of the impact of changing variables on total costs of production.
- By-country historical and forecast tinplate capacity, production, utilisation rates, net trade and apparent consumption statistics out to 2015. Can foil sales forecasts by region out to 2010.
- Review of all major technological trends and identification of key future developments along with their impact on demand and supply.
- Analytical price coverage of tinplate/aluminium spot, contract and prices delivered to merchant collecting centres as well as tinplate, aluminium, aluminium can stock and substrate price forecasts out to 2020 with full price-margin analysis.

...where are the next growth areas likely to occur?
Order ‘Metals in Packaging’ and qualify for a 20% DISCOUNT ON METMARK™ SOFTWARE

As utilised in ‘Metals in Packaging’, METMARK™ is a unique software program that provides a detailed cost model of all aspects of beverage can manufacture, from input metal to finished body and easy-open end.

There are almost 1,000 cost variables incorporated in over 35 analytical tables allowing the user to calculate various “what-if” cost scenarios to assist in developing overall business strategy. For example, if you are looking to buy a (can) press machine which is on sale at US$1m, with Metmark you can easily calculate the value of this machine by working out the amortisation time, taking into account various changes in efficiency, production speed, spoilage rates, power consumption, etc.

The default data may be adjusted for different can dimensions, types of metal, decoration and inside coatings, labour costs and line speeds - all aspects of manufacture to fit the circumstances surrounding your own region of production.

The unique programme does all of this with just a few key strokes. For more details regarding the full programme go to www.metalmarkcan.com
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